COILED TUBING UNIT

FOR RIGLESS WELL INTERVENTION
Coiled Tubing Unit

APPLICATIONS

• Used for workover, cleanouts, jetting/lifting, acid spotting, fishing, frac through coil, drilling, logging, cementing, etc.
• Utilized for extreme climates from arctic to desert and tropical conditions

FEATURES

• Truck, trailer or skid mounted, with or without crane
• “Fit-for-purpose” CT units
• Various diesel engine configurations in order to reach the desired HP rating
• Built to European standards (optional)
• CE conformity (optional)
• Emergency shutdown
• Various trailer and truck configurations with stage out and down riggers
• Various tube sizes
• Various control cabin configurations
• Optional generators: hydraulic or diesel
• Hydraulic system including hydraulic heat exchanger
• Injector drive system uses a closed loop hydraulic pump
• Auxiliary system with open loop pump and manual pump for back-up
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Trailer Mounted CTU
CTU Control Panel
Truck Mounted CTU built for Arctic Conditions